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CONTACT is not generating the exchange of views and ideas that it was meant
to do. Regular appeals have failed to stimulate reader reaction or response.
There has been a surprising lack of comments about the future of Rugby or the
experimental laws being trialled to improve the game’s attractiveness for payers
and players. I don’t know why readers do not have much to say on these matters
I have expressed my opinions but it seems that my views and hopes about how
our sport should be enjoyed are not widely shared. My perceptions do not appear
to accord with the majority in CUDRRS. Perhaps there is a generation gap that
CONTACT under my editorship cannot bridge.
With the development of the website, CONTACT is less important for keeping
members informed and up to date. Maybe a change of editor is needed if this
society’s newsletter is to be truly a vehicle for communicating member to member.
Any volunteers?
I have made an editorial decision to reduce my personal input and for future
issues to contain only material members send in. No input will mean no output.
The value readers place on CONTACT will thus be demonstrated.

REMEMBER CORE VALUES
Teamwork
Respect
Enjoyment
Discipline
Sportsmanship

My thanks to those of you who have contributed over the years. Producing issues
each month has not been an easy task. You have made it easier. Ta!
In conclusion, this month’s edition contains the information I have received.

GOING UP
From Chairman Charles Osbourn

DATES FOR YOUR DIARY
Monthly Meeting
Tuesday, 8th March at
Shelford RUFC
at 7.30 pm.
Mike Tutty of Herts Society
“Making the Grade”

Following the Eastern Counties Referees Federation conference yesterday (28th
Feb), I have managed to get Mike Tutty (Hertfordshire Society) to give his presentation to our meeting on, Tuesday 8th March, at Shelford RUFC at 7.30 pm
The talk is focussed on
What a referee needs to add to his/her game to make the jump from level 6 to
Group and National Panel level and how a referee can establish a Plan A, Plan B
and Plan C approach to game management at all levels.
It will make particular reference to the need for match officials to have alternative
strategies at the scrum. This is a problem area for many referees.
Referees interested in going up the levels will benefit from this talk.

Friday,15th April 2016
Annual Dinner and
Ladies Night
at 7.00 for 7.20 pm in the
Great Hall at Christ’s College

Booking now open to clubs
and non members
Three course meal with wine
Tickets £50 each
Dress Code: Smart
Contact David Norman
Visit
CUDRRS website
www.cambsref.co.uk

Maxime Guitet takes care of scrummaging Ely and Shelford youngsters
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PLAYING FAIR
From Stuart Graveston
“The Oscars” was merely a warm up event to the much bigger and more important announcement of the winners of
the Colleges Rugby Fair Play Trophy.
Each season referees score colleges in league fixtures on a number of criteria related to their sportsmanship, attitude and behaviour. I would like to thank all referees for providing this information and for tolerating my badgering
of you for the data. I have had returns from every single college league match - well done!
Apart from the attractive trophy which is held for one year, CUDRRS invites the captain of the winning team (or a
representative) to be our guest at our annual dinner. This year this will be held in Christ's College on the evening of
Friday 15th April (Guest Speaker Eddie Butler).
It gives me great pleasure to announce that the winning team this year is Jesus College. Well done Ryan Law and
his team.
Editors Note: Jesus College is the alma mater of members Jonathan Cook and Ian Steed and rugby playing
Prince Edward.
It was at Jesus College that CUDRRS was involved with Sky TV in initial tests for the use of the referee’s camera
in rugby matches. As a Laws Laboratory project, a camera was strapped to the chest of Honorary Member Glyn
James who was refereeing a Jesus College match in the First Division. The lens poked through a hole cut in his
jersey.
Following this in a match with experimental variations between Wasps and London Irish, Steve Lander refereed it
wearing head and chest cameras and looked like a Samurai warrior. Things have improved since these days.
Jesus College also had a Staff XV managed by the then Bursar, Mark Blandford Baker. It was made up mainly of
its catering staff. They played on Sunday afternoons and their games provided an opportunity for CUDRRS to give
trainee referees a practical competitive run out.

IN SAFE HANDS
The question was
“The game is for players and the desires of the next generation should influence how the game develops.
From your experience, what are the youngsters looking for in Rugby and what changes to the laws, if any, would
they like to see?
Mike Arbuckle who also coaches youth rugby at Cambridge RUFC replied with these few thoughts.
My own experience really is that youngsters are looking for less stoppages during their match because this spoils
their enjoyment and also the enjoyment of the spectators. They don’t know the rules. They want consistency form
the referee and fairness applied to both teams. This involves a bit of coaching at times.
I am always trying to reward the positive actions in Rugby. For example, if the tackled player stays on the ground
trying to play the ball and holds on a bit longer, I don’t see the need to penalise this but I do often speak to the
players at the next breakdown and get them to understand what I’m trying to do for them.
In refereeing youngsters, I never penalise for crooked throw ins at lineout or scrum. At the lineout, if it’s very obvious, I will whistle and ask the thrower to have another go. It’s difficult to throw straight for young kids. Sometimes
I might explain this to the coaches. Technical refereeing is not wanted at this level.
It’s my interpretation of preventative refereeing and it’s not a new concept.
Players want control and I try to give them that too. I have recently started back refereeing adult games after an
absence of 5-6 years. At the level I’m appointed the rules aren’t broken but bent. I try to keep penalties to around
10 in a match. I verbalise the advantage rule. I’m more a Nigel than a Wayne and often I get a kick out of a “well
done ref” at the end of the game”.
Mike has followed this up by drawing attention to https://www.facebook.com/RUGBYVIDSS/
videos/720923754674609/ This shows that although refereeing is never an easy thing, it is still possible in rugby
to exercise the power of the law to manage 30 raging beasts! It just needs confidence and a belief that in a sea of
trouble the peacemaker can triumph. Pax vobiscum.
CONTACT is compiled and edited by Michael Dimambro, Honorary Member of CUDRRS.
Contributions from all in the Society and its customers are welcomed and invited.
Please send your comments, views etc by email to:
michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or telephone 01223 564459.
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SET PIECE REDUCTION
Regular contributor Mike Bragg has drawn attention to this article by Steve James of the Telegraph in which he
claims that “Rugby is no longer as set-piece orientated as it once was, and that is a fact to be celebrated”.
Despite what old players say, the scrum has always been a mess in rugby union and Steve says “ It is good that
there are now fewer of them”. Scrums that is not older players.
He referred to the days when hookers competed against each other counting balls taken against the head.
He quoted Bobby Windsor of the Viet Gwent, that famous or infamous Welsh front row. “In those days the tighthead used to strike for the ball as well, an especially good tactic on the opposition’s ball” .
You forget these things. Tight-head props striking with their outside leg? Only the very best could do it, usually,
though. It was a very different era. Hookers are only just beginning to hook again but only on their own ball.
With crooked feeds are ignored by officials there is little point on striking for the opposition ball.
Jamie George of Saracens and England said that Eddie Jones wants his hookers to strike at every scrum, without
fail. “He wants us to strike with our foot – sometimes at Saracens we do it with our knee. That is something I have
had to work quite hard on over the last few weeks because it is something that doesn’t come naturally to me.”
And there is certainly no thought of striking against the head. “We want to be dominant on opposition ball so we
push regardless,” George said. “You are better off with two feet on the ground and try to attack their hooker. If they
get the strike wrong they can be in an awkward position at that point.”
Steve continues “Packs are, of course, bigger and, crucially, more powerful these days, but it still seems curious,
with the clue being in the name. Hookers are supposed to hook. But this brings us to the wider issue of
scrummages as a whole. They still cause considerable wrath and frustration amongst observers, with their so
many re-sets and the unfathomable decisions they often bring as some teams look just for penalties.
Are they really worse than they used to be, though? I’m not sure they are. I’m pretty sure that the scrummages
were a mess in the 1970s and 80s
There were more of them too. It was interesting to see from the Rugby World Cup statistics that the average number of scrummages in RWC matches has decreased from 23 in 1995 to 13 last year. The average number of lineouts has also decreased from 37 to 26 in that time.
Even more revealing was an analysis some years ago by Corris Thomas, the former referee. In all internationals
between 1971 and 1973, including the great Barbarians/All Blacks match of 1973, he found there was an average
of 63 lineouts and 38 scrummages per match.
The game is simply not as set-piece orientated as it once was. And surely it is all the better for that.
Comment: With scrums collapsing and needing to be reset, with packs being coached to use set scrums to win a
penalty and not to hook to win clean possession, with offences leading to scrums that take more than two minutes
before plat resumes, thank God they are fewer.
At Community level the number of scrums has not decreased as greatly. The fair contest is preserved by correct
application of Law 20. Here the referee has got the scrum to stay up, the ball put in straight, clean ball that can be
carried and passed and this game of Rugby up and running again.

I’ll stop there, as I am likely to start reminiscing about the old days being better days. Maybe the best is yet to
come. But thanks, Mike, for raising the issue.
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With the continuing cold weather keeping me indoors rather than standing on a touchline, I have followed the game
on TV. Looking purple/blue does not suit me.
The Six Nations has failed to excite me so far but I have admired the organisation and effort teams have put into
their defence systems. Shaun Edwards influence in this aspect has been immense and not only on Welsh Rugby.
But what has happened to attacking play? It is alive and can be found in the rugby being played this season by
Wasps, Saracens, Exeter and Leicester in the Premiership. Even against the stoutest defences, if the spirit is willing the flesh can deliver.
The evidence was there for all to see in the Wasps v Harlequins match this past weekend. Power in the centre and
breaks through the middle with sidestepping and speed on the wings each contributed to a thrilling running game a
joy to behold. Six tries to two. Wasps won 42 to 10. More please.
Both teams were resolved to play in the true spirit of rugby. Tackling was determined and there was a commitment
to recycling the ball quickly from the breakdown and not kill or slow up possession. One phase of continuous play
lasted over four minutes due to the fitness levels of these professional players.
And in the middle was referee Craig Maxwell-Keys cool, calm and confident with East
Midlands Dave Grasshof on hand as TMO when needed.
Scrum problems, attributed principally to Harlequins loose head Mark Lambert, were
patiently and pointedly resolved. After that, scrums stayed up, both teams played as
they wanted to do and a thrilling exhibition of running rugby was a feast to set before
the 14, 600 spectators at the Ricoh.
Craig even managed a smile or two. That was not because of the streaker who, narcissistically, took a “selfie” as he ran across the pitch.
This match did not need any such distraction. It was Rugby at its best.
There is hope. Well done, Craig!.
CONTACT wishes him all success as he steadily becomes established as a Premiership referee. He obviously has Plans A, B and C for managing a game and alternative
strategies for the scrum. Maybe he will revisit CUDRSS to share them.

SMACS IN ACTION
At Sawston, Associate Member Justin Curtis provides
the link between his club and CUDRRS.
Seen here, perhaps he is shielding his eyes from the
glow of another brilliant performance by one of our
Level 12 referees.
Without a competent referee, Sawston and other affiliated clubs would not be able to enjoy their games as
much as they can through the service CUDRRS provides.
As the season draws to a close, CONTACT invites all
the SMACs to comment on the state of relationships
between their club and the society and what they do
to promote goodwill and the hospitality given to referees.
Would SMACS RSVP before the end of March for
inclusion in the April issue of the newsletter?
Please include any suggestions you may have for improving relations and how the society could raise players
knowledge of the Laws and attract more recruits to refereeing.

HYMNS AND ARIAS
Which fans will be singing the loudest when England meet Wales to decide which is top of the charts in this
season’s Six Nations competition? Will “Swing Low Sweet Chariot” drown out “Bread of Heaven”?
One thing is for sure, Twickers will resonate to the sound of music as the Rose attempts to out scent the Leek.
When the final whistle blows, he daffodils may still be in bloom or the roses looking to flower again in Picardy.
Can’t wait. Hopefully the match will bring a lump to the throat and a tear to the eye because of its beauty.

